1. About Nativy Translations

Nativy is a Vienna-based online translation agency offering professional translation and proofreading services for over 500 language combinations. Nativy’s services are provided by over 2800 professional translators and writers from 63 countries, all of who translate only into their native language. Nativy is thus able to not only translate content, but also properly localize it. [www.nativy.com](http://www.nativy.com)

2. Key Features

**Simple Order Process**
- Instant quotes on price and delivery; 3 clicks to order
- 500 language combinations
- Professional native translators with specialization in various fields
- Same order process for proofreading/editing

**More Efficient Translation Process**
- We custom build a team of “preferred translators” for you
- Work with the same translators every time
- Direct contact with the translator
- Automatic invoicing and billing

**Collaborate Across Departments**
- Share translators with your team and other departments
- Manage translations on a department-wide and inter-department level
- Use the same translation database across departments to ensure consistent messaging and style

**Translation Database**
- We build one dynamic translation database for the entire company
- The database is expanded with every order
- Each translator sees the exact translation history for all matching content, to make sure your vocabulary and style remains consistent no matter who places the order!
- Get translations cheaper and faster over time

**Great Customer Service**
- We’re an online service but pride ourselves in our great customer service
- Should you have any special requests or need to place a “rush order”, just give us a call or drop us a line
- We’re always one phone call away!
3. References

4. Company information

Nativy GmbH, Schönborngasse 18 Top 5, 1080 Vienna, Austria
Office: Marxergasse 24 / 2, Top 4.02, 1030 Vienna, Austria

Contact, general: office@nativy.com, +43 660 508 8033
Contact for clients: Anchal Lochan, CMO lochan@nativy.com, +43 677 614 739 20,

Company registration number in Austria: 364355 t , founded 15th July 2011
VAT Number: ATU66603856

Bank Account details:
IBAN: AT212032032100297302 BIC: ASPKAT2LXXX, Account holder: Nativy GmbH

Contact: Anchal Lochan, CMO: lochan@nativy.com; +43 677 614 739 20
For internal use only. Please do not circulate.
5. **Overview of Order Process**

1. Click on Instant Quote on our Website

2. Upload your document!
3. Pick your languages. Quotes with price and delivery appear on the right. Click on “See more offers” to see more quotes and your collaboration history with the translators.
4. Under “Collaboration” you see which translators you or your team has worked with before. Pick the quote that works for you.

5. Click on “Order Now” to place the order

5. Choose your billing address; add instructions for the translator; and confirm payment.
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Nativy: The modern translation agency.

5. And you’re done!
Nativy: The modern translation agency.

5. Your Order Overview shows you all your current and past orders; and orders from other team members you collaborate with.

6. You can directly communicate with the translators through the chat function!
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6. Coming Soon - Content Creation

Users can order custom content (press releases, blog articles, Facebook posts, Website content, product descriptions, etc.) from professional writers in 68 languages.

Coming Soon - Rewriting Services

Users can order rewrites of any content by professional native writers. This is intended for SEO, as it allows clients to have unique content on every online channel.